


They're
dead... They're

all dead!



My fellow
shipmates, After

years of searching,
we now stand at

the precipice. Very soon,
we will enter
quantum jump

range of the planet
Terra, our new

home.

A new planet
where we, the

last hope of the
human race, can

once again thrive
and grow.

It is,
in every

sense of the
word, a new 
beginning.

I'm a bit
jealous that

the first feet to
touch that ground

won't belong to me,
but instead to the
fine officers of

the Advance
Scout Fleet.

24 Hours Ago.

I now ask
Scout Commander

Rachel Casey to say
a few words
to mark the
occasion.

It's an
honor

they well 
deserve.



Thank you,
General Cyrus, but

I doubt my words will
be as moving as the first

images of Terra that
my crew plans to

bring home.
If I have

anything to say, it’s
a reminder. A reminder

to all of us not to repeat
the same mistakes that

doomed our last
homeworld.

Instead,
I hope we

can thrive in 
union with this
world and not

in conflict
with it.

This is a
fresh start

for all of us.
And I, for one,

am looking
forward to it.

yeah! all right!



Mmmmm.

but the
General

is looking
for you.

Tell him
I’ll be right

there.

I gotta go,
Joel, before
I get court-
martialed. You know,

you never
answered my
question. The
one on the

sign.

I didn’t?
oh well, I

guess you’ll have
to wait for my first
surface transmission

to get your
answer.

Safe travels,
my love.

What an
interplanetary

tease.

Oh, um,
sorry Fleet
Commander.



Sorry for
the delay,
General.

Glad to see 
you’re in no rush, 

Commander. It’s not like
we’ve been flying through

space for the past 30
years to get here.

Perhaps you’d
like to stay behind

and play house with
your  boyfriend.

Trust me,
sir, I’m as eager

to touch dirt
as anyone.

Good.
Then I’ll

keep this short
and sweet.

Remember
the mission.

Make landfall,
record data, and

report back.

Now go
scout out our
new address.

You are
all the best

of the best, and I
expect nothing less

than the best
from you.



This is
Fleet Commander.
Give me a go or no

go for launch.
Over.

This is Squad
Commander Castle,
and I am so go that

I’m gone, baby.

Squad
Commander

Summers. All
systems go.

Squad
Commander

Ritch. We are go,
Commander. Let’s

do this.

All squads
prepare to fire

main thrusters in
3... 2... 1...

BROOOM!!!!



All squads
with me.

VROOM!

ka
ss
sh
!



We’re going
through.



VRoom!

Acquiring
spatial coordinates.

Still calculating.

I don’t think
we need those

calculations, boys.
Just look out
the window.

Say hello
to our new

home.



Woo Hoo!
We did it! We

saved the freaking
human race!

I call dibs
on the Northern

Hemisphere.

Don’t get
cocky, people. we

still need to touch 
down to get final
confirmation of

habitability.

All our readings
indicate an Earth-like
environment. We’re
clear to descend.

All squads,
begin your

descent into the
atmosphere.

Wait.
That light.

What’s
that--



NOW. That white light
was the last thing I
remember before I

woke up on the surface,
my crew dead and my

ship destroyed.

I’ve salvaged what
little supplies I could.

My only hope now is to find
another one of the scout ships

and hope their deep space
transmitter is still

operational.

My best
bet is a smoke

trail in the distance.
It might be one

of my ships.

End log
recording.

All right.
Here goes
nothing.

Please,
please be

alive.



Elsewhere.

Go! Go! Go!
Keep running.

It’s
gaining
on us.

Ahhh!

Adam!

There’s
no time.
Let’s go!

It’s...
It’s blood!

Let’s go,
Crystal.
Move it!



Ahhhhh!

A cliff.
Unbelievable!

So this
is how it

ends, huh?

I hope you
choke on me,
you bastard!



Begin Log
Recording.

Status update.
This planet resembles

Earth more than we ever
imagined. Though I never

did get to see Earth
with my own eyes,

of course.

Even the plant
life resembles Earth

foliage, with only minor
differences.

Please be
friendly, please

be friendly.

Ritch! Zane!
You’re alive!

Just barely,
commander.

CREEK!



Meanwhile, any idea
what the bajeebees is

going on? One second we’re 
descending to the surface,

the next our ship is
smashed to bits.

The same
thing happened

to my ship.  My crew
wasn’t as lucky as

Zane here. The leg is
broken, but it’s a
hairline fracture.

You’ll be okay
in time.

Suddenly,
this planet doesn’t
feel so much like
home anymore.

We need to
find the others. Maybe 
one of their ships can 
still send a deep space

transmission.

Won’t they
send a search party

anyway once we
fail to check in?

Yes. And they’ll
fly through the same

mysterious white light we
did. If we don’t warn them
first, we’re putting their

lives in danger.

Fair enough.
So where to

now?

We head
toward the smoke.

That’s our best bet. But
for now we make camp.
Zane needs to rest his
legs. We’ll start fresh

in the morning.

Let me look
at his injuries
and see what

I can do.



Meanwhile.
They’re late.
They should

have reported
in by now.

Maybe
their signal
isn’t getting

through. Or their
communication 
systems are

damaged.

That’s highly unlikely,
Mrs. President. Each ship

is equipped with a deep space
transmitter that  uses quantum
jump technology. If they could

reach the planet, they could
send a signal back.

Well, what 
do you think
is happening
down there?

I can imagine
a few possibilities.

None of them pleasant.
I want a rescue crew

assembled, asap.
With all due

respect, General, have 
you thought about how
sending a rescue might

affect the people
on this ship?

Terra is
their last hope.

If they even get a
whiff that it might not
be habitable, we could
be looking at a full

scale riot.

I may have a
solution for that,

Mrs. President.
After all,

public relations
is whatI do.



My fellow
shipmates. My crew

and I have landed on
Terra and it’s more
beautiful than we
could have ever

imagined.

The land is
green. The air

is fresh. I can’t
wait till you can
all join me here
in our gorgeous

new world.

Until then,
please take care

of each other and
travel safe. And

long live the
human race.

Yay!

We're
saved!

That
didn’t sound

like her. And she
didn’t answer my

proposal. How
can that be?

Unless...

That
wasn’t

her.



How
you holding

up, Zane?

My leg is
feeling better,

Commander. But if I’m
holding you back, and you

feel you could move 
faster without me,

I’d understand.

We don’t
leave a man
behind, Zane.

Yeah, plus,
without you,

who’d laugh at
all my stupid

jokes?

Thank you,
Commander. I
know I--Ow!

You okay,
Zane? Maybe

we need to rest
that leg again?

It wasn’t my
leg. I tripped
on something.

It looks
like... A human

skull!



Is it one
of the other
scout crews?

It’s impossible to
reach that state of

decomposition
in one day.

What’s the
other explanation?
There were humans

here before?

My watch
scanner says this

skull is twelve years
old. So it definitely

wasn’t us.

This planet is
just chock-full
of mysteries.

Shhh!
Do you

hear that?

It’s getting
closer.

Any chance
it’s going to be
you two again,

Ritch?

kurssh!



Oh my
god!

To be continued...

G rrr www!


